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THE “MONTSERRAT” CARBINE AND ITS COMPETITORS; EQUIPMENT FOR THE SOMATEN 

(2) 

Translation by Hector J.Meruelo 

 

 
Sales brochure of the DESTROYER carbine, showing the original model differing from the 

MONTSERRAT in, its grasping grooves, in having two barrel bands, and its lacking a bayonet 

lug. 

My friend Hector Meruelo ha, among the several DESTROYER carbines in his collection, a 

specimen serial numbered  022,  which illustrates the original features, and another specimen 

lacking markings or serial number demonstrating its further evolution towards the definite 
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model shown in the catalogue as “Model of 1921”; This date, however, corresponds to the 

year of initial manufacturing of the MONTSERRAT  carbine whose patent Gaztañaga eluded in 

his usual fashion  by introducing  more or less acceptable  “improvements”  to its design; I 

would not be surprised if as early as 1921 or 1922 Gaztañaga had already applied for a patent 

for such “ improvements for carbines”  but  I have only located the one granted in his name in 

1924 under the heading “Improvements introduced to the Destroyer carbine”. 

 

 
Very early production DESTROYER carbine, serial number 022; its differences to the 

MONTSERRAT carbine are:  its use not only of stripper clips but also of magazines very 

similar to those used in the M.1908 Bergmann pistol, the presence of stock grasping grooves, 

and of using two barrel bands, with the upper one lacking a bayonet lug. 

 

 
Specimen of an early DESTROYER carbine, lacking serial number or maker’s markings, 

illustrating the evolution of the design towards the one offered by Gaztañaga as the “Model 

of 1921”; The straight stock lacks a pistol grip and grasping grooves; The special magazine 

shown is of  double capacity. 
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First model or Model of 1921, DESTROYER carbine. 

 

Probably the patent obtained by Gaztañaga in 1924 constituted the “birth certificate” of the 

second model DESTROYER carbine, which used Browning pistol type magazines inserted into a 

magazine well which formed a single piece with the trigger guard and protruded below the 

stock, same as the pre-M.1893 Mauser rifles, an example of retrograde design evolution. 

 

   
Second model DESTROYER carbine. 

Upon the beginning of General Primo de Rivera’s  Dictatorship with his Coup d’Etat in 

Barcelona , the SOMATEN ceased to be an exclusively  Catalan institution and spread to the 

entire nation , with a corresponding increase in the demand for “carbines for the SOMATEN” 

and  besides the DESTROYER , other brands were offered including , EL  TIGRE, LOBO, PAZ, 

JUPITER,  ONENA, and UNION. 
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The LOBO carbine as shown in the sales brochure of the “Rufino Sande, Gaztelurrutia and 

Company” 

The LOBO carbine has a surprising similarity to the one shown in the original “Genova patent”; 

the firm “Rufino Sande, Gaztelurrutia y Compa”“ had registered the trademark EL LOBO in 1912 

and owned a small shop in Eibar dedicate mainly  to the manufacture of shotguns and parlor 

carbines, although it also marketed  all types of firearms; I have not, however, been able to 

locate any patent issued to their name for the carbine that they offered, and I have never seen 

a specimen. 

 

 

     
9 mm Bergmann caliber, PAZ carbine, with markings of the “Echave y Arizmendi-Eibar” firm, 

and dated 1925. 

The Monjuïc Castle Military Museum had in its Collection two specimens of the PAZ carbine, 

one with serial number 10241 and “Echave y Arizmendi” markings, and the other one 

numbered 10841 and the initials”FS” in an oval, as makers marking; the firm of Echave y 
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Arizmendi did register the LA PAZ trademark but I have not been able to find any patents 

granted to this firm for repeating carbines so it is possible that the PAZ carbine marketed by 

Echave y Arizmendi was actually patented and manufactured by other unknown third parties. 

 Juan L. Calvó 

May, 2014 

 

Note: My appreciation to my friends Hector J. Meruelo and Manuel Roca for the information 

provided. 

 


